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Phrase-final Intonation in West 
Greenlandic Eskimo 

Yasuko Nagano-Madsen 

A previous description of Eskimo intonation was examined by studying text-reading 
material. Auditory and acoustic analyses have led to an alternative analysis of phrase-final 
intonation, where the proposed H L H contour is decomposed to HL plus H. HL is regarded 
as a word property whereas H is a phrasal component. 

Introduction 
Works on intonation in West Greenlandic Eskimo are not numerous. It has 
been described by Thalbitzer 1904, Petersen 1970, Collis 1970 and Rischel 
(in Mase 1973). among others. Thus far. Rischel presents the most 
comprehensive description of intonation by identifying five terminal 
contours. Their occurrence is supposed to be determined by both prosodic 
and grammatical categories. Of these five types, only the phrase-final high-
low-high pattern has been subjected to acoustic analysis (Mase 1973, 
Nagano-Madsen 1988). Furthermore, the acoustic analyses presented in 
Mase and in Nagano-Madsen have both used words in isolation forms. 
Thus, we are still very far from obtaining a more thorough picture of 
intonation in West Greenlandic Eskimo. This work serves as a pilot study in 
examining the adequacy of Rischel's description of phrase-internal and 
phrase-final contours in text reading material, a considerably larger domain 
of intonation than those used in previous studies. 

The present work is part of the project work called Multilingual 
Prosodic Rules, which seeks to ascertain the basic rules and parameters that 
are necessary in order to describe the typological differences between the 
three languages chosen for the project (Japanese, West Greenlandic Eskimo, 
and Yoruba). Earlier, it was hypothesized that in a quantity language like 
Eskimo, where duration is the primary acoustic cue for signalling 
single/geminate segments, duration contributes little to other functions such 
as grouping (Nagano-Madsen 1992). Instead, it is expected that FO plays the 
major role for the purpose. 
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Previous descriptions of Eskimo prosody 
There has been considerable confusion in the description of Greenlandic 
Eskimo as to the status of accent, stress, and intonation. What is now 
recognized as being an element of phrase-final intonation manifestation on 
the last three vowel morae (Rischel 1974) has earlier been interpreted as 
'musical accent' (Thalbitzer 1904) or 'stress' (Pyle 1970). Both Rischel and 
Nagano-Madsen 1992 treat the language as having no lexical stress or 
accent and as being mora-counting. 

Rischel (described in Mase 1973) analyses intonation as a terminal 
contour which is manifested on the last few vowel morae in a word. An 
important aspect of Rischel's analysis is his explicit claim that the terminal 
contour is manifested on a vowel mora basis and not on a syllable basis as 
described in Collis 1970. Five terminal tonal contours are proposed to 
characterize each phonological word. Using Rischel's terms, they are: (1) 
phrase-internal, (2) phrase-final, (3) yes-no question, (4) wh-question and 
(5) absolutely final contour. Since no question sentences were included in 
the material for the present study, (3) and (4) are not discussed in this 
paper. 

According to Rischel's description, a phrase-internal contour is 
manifested on a word which is non-final in a phrase by high pitch on the 
last vowel mora, the penultimate one having in most cases slightly higher 
pitch than the neighbouring ones ('raised pitch'). The phrase-final contour 
is signalled by low pitch on the penultimate vowel mora whereas the 
antepenultimate and final ones have a high pitch (HLH). The absolutely 
final contour is manifested as the antepenultimate vowel mora having a high 
pitch while the last two segments have low-pitch (HLL). However, he 
mentions that the pattern of distribution of this type is not well known and 
is difficult to distinguish rigidly from phrase-final intonation. 

Acoustic evidence for Rischel's analysis is presented in the extensive 
measurements by Mase 1973 as well as in the F0 contour by Nagano-
Madsen 1988, using the phrase-final high-low-high contour. Figure 1 shows 
the F0 contour of the utterances [anaana] 'mother', [ataata] 'father' and 
[ataataa] 'his father' respectively. It is shown that the F0 contour is basically 
the same for all the three utterances when they are lined up at the end point. 
Different assignment arises depending on the mora composition of the 
carrier phrase. 
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Figure 1. FO contours for phrase-final intonation in Eskimo. Adopted 
from Nagano-Madsen 1988. 

Material 
One of the chapters from a current text book on Greenlandic which 
describes a Greenlandic town is used for analysis. A female native speaker 
read it at a comfortable speaking rate. The recording time was 
approximately 5 minutes. The material has been used previously for 
durational analysis (Nagano-Madsen 1992). The entire material was 
processed by the LUPP program installed on a Macintosh computer. One of 
the figures was processed using the PIP program. 

Auditory analysis 
The material was listened to carefully and a prosodic transcription was 
made by marking phrase-internal and phrase-final contours as well as short 
and long pauses (cf. Appendix). As already mentioned, there is no lexical 
category of stress or accent in West Greenlandic Eskimo. The perceived 
prominence was found to coincide with the high tone of the terminal 
contour, be that phrase-internal or phrase-final. 
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The text which was divided into 6 paragraphs included 148 phonological 
words and 29 sentences. Following the phrase-final intonation pattern 
described by Rischel, i.e. high-low-high or absolutely final high-low-low 
terminal contour, the text was divided into 64 phrases, which are described 
as intonation phrases in the present paper. There was considerable variation 
as to the size of intonation phrases. Some phrases consisted of only a single 
word, whereas in other cases it contained up to six phonological words. 
When a phrase contained only a single word, it was found to have some 
kind of focus, i.e. new as topic or semantic focus. In addition to intonation 
phrases, the auditory analysis has divided the text into 122 units based on 
the impressionistic pause. Longer pauses usually, but not always, coincided 
with sentence final positions. 

The major disagreement between Rischel's description and the present 
transcription is the treatment of phrase-internal terminal contour, which 
appears towards the end of each phonological word that is not phrase-final. 
Rischel describes the phrase-internal terminal contour as high pitch on the 
last mora and raised pitch on the penultimate. However, the pitch of the last 
two morae was constantly perceived as high-low. 

As for the phrase-final contour, the main problem was to determine 
whether it should be identified as high-low-high or high-low-low. The 
ambiguity arises from the treatment of the last tone since it was sometimes 
not clearly high or low but rather somewhere in between. Rischel says that 
a high-low-low pattern exists as absolute terminal contour, but he also 
mentions that the pattern of distribution of this type is not well known and 
it is difficult to distinguish it rigidly from phrase-final intonation. 

In the present material, the high-low-high terminal contour was clearly 
perceived in 49 cases out of 64 instances whereas the rest of 14 cases were 
ambiguous regarding the status of the last tone. A l l the ambiguous ones, 
except for one case (no. 28), occurred in sentence final position. The 
clearly high-low-high ones occurred either in a single-word phrase or in 
multi-word phrases. In contrast, all the ambiguous ones except for one (no. 
55), were preceded by one or more words belonging to the same phrase. 

Acoustic analysis 
The acoustic manifestation of each terminal contour, i.e. phrase-internal, 
phrase-final and absolutely final contours were examined with reference to 
the auditory analysis. 
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Figure 2. Manifestation of phrase-internal and phrase-final contours: (3) 
kaáll aqqanilínnik ukióqárpóq, (4) kaalállü arínéq sisámaník. 

As for the phrase-internal contour, there was a regular sharp drop in FO 
value from the penultimate to the final vowel mora. The magnitude of FO 
drop was found to be comparable to that of high-low in the phrase-final 
high-low-high contour. As for the phrase-final contour, there were 
considerable variations as to the FO height of the last mora. In most cases, 
the F0 value of the last high was either higher than the previous high or 
nearly the same. However, there were some cases where the F0 value of the 
last mora was considerably lower than that of the previous high. In the 
former case, the terminal contour is clearly judged as high-low-high 
whereas the latter case exposes some ambiguities. In all the instances, how
ever, there was a constant F0 rise no matter how small the gradient was. 

Figure 2 shows a typical F0 contour of a single sentence consisting of 
two intonation phrases, each containing three words. In both intonation 
phrases, the first two words have a high-low terminal contour. The phrase-
final high-low-high is clearly manifested on the first phrase while it is 
much reduced in the second phrase, where it is in sentence final position. 

The exact height of FO was found to differ considerably for the 
successive highs and lows since downdrift, i.e. the general downwards 
movement of F0, was observed in the majority of utterances. 
Downstepping, i.e. the successive lowering of highs and lows, was also very 
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Figure 3. F0 contour of a single sentence consisting of three intonation 
phrases: (5) Nukarleesaat, (6) Jaaku, (7) arfineq marlunlk ukioqarpoq. 

commonly observed though there is a variation as to the exact nature of 
downstepping. The most common type of downstep was where both highs 
and lows are gradually lowered. In a considerable number of cases, only 
highs were downstepped. And in a few cases, only lows were downstepped. 

Figure 3 shows the F0 contour of a single sentence composed of three 
intonation phrases. It appears that F0 is organized for the entire sentence 
making a single movement of downdrift. The word Jaaku (6) 'Jacob', which 
has the semantic focus in this sentence, is spoken as a single intonation 
phrase with expanded pitch range. Also, the first high of high-low-high 
seems to be missing in this phrase. After focus, there is a smooth 
downstepping of highs and lows towards the end of the sentence. 

Although the majority of the data show that a sentence is the obvious 
domain for F0 to be organized, the existing literature suggest the possibility 
for F0 to be organized to an even larger unit such as successive sentences 
(Bruce 1982). Figure 5 below shows the F0 contour of two successive 
sentences (50 and 51, where 51 is also paragraph final) in overlapping 
manner, synchronized sentence initially. 

Figure 4 shows the F0 contour of two successive sentences, each 
composed of two intonation phrases. The phrases 34 and 35 clearly form 
one unit of downdrift which coincides with a sentence. It is then followed 
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Figure 4. F0 contour of the two successive sentences: (34) 
Taamaattumik aqqutadtdd, (35) ajorsisarnera admma misigisdrpddt, (36) 
Pisinidrfik, (37) iffiorfillu imminnut qdnlpput. 

by another downdrift group consisting of phrases 36 and 37, which 
together form another sentence. Within the first sentence, the second phrase 
is distinguished by the lower values of highs and lows. Sentence final words 
are usually articulated weakly, which is indicated by the reduced amplitude 
of the waveform. 

In Figure 5, the larger part of F0 is seen to coincide for the two 
sentences in FO values whereas the FO value of the sentence initial high as 
well as the sentence final high and low are higher in the first sentence (no. 
50) than those in the second sentence (51). It may indicate that the actual F0 
value is affected by the larger domain of prosody. 

Alternative analyses 
The auditory and acoustic analysis of the present text-reading material has 
led to an alternative analysis to that of Rischel's. The first is to change 
Rischel's raised-high of the phrase-internal contour to high-low. This 
analysis is more attractive in the sense that it becomes parallel to the 
descriptions of phrase-final contour which use only highs and lows. 
Auditorily, it was clearly perceived as high-low rather than raised-high and 
there was a sharp and regular F0 fall which supports the auditory analysis. 
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Figure 5. Two successive sentences shown in an overlapping manner: (50) 
Oqaluffik pisdqdq illoqarfiup qeqqanupoq, (51) Paldsip illuaXoqaluffiup 
quladtungaanupoq. 

The recognition of the phrase-internal contour as high-low leads to a 
further alternation regarding the phrase-final contour. 

Next alternative is to split Rischel's phrase-final high-low-high contour 
into two constituents, namely high-low and high. (I owe this analysis of 
decomposition to Gosta Bruce.) Since high-low is now recognized on each 
word, only the last high is regarded as a phrasal property. The phrasal tone 
high is expected to appear on the last vowel mora in a phrase, shifting the 
word property high-low contour leftwards consequently. If a phrase has 
less than three vowel morae as in mall it, it wil l have a high-low pattern 
while leaving the first high unassociated. The tonal pattern in a word anaata 
is expected to shift as follows depending on whether it is phrase-internal or 
phrase-final. 

1. Phrase-final 
A n a a n a. 'mother' (spoken in isolation) 

H L H 

2. Phrase-internal. 
A n a a n a L e n e m i k a t e q a r p o q . 'Mother's name is Lene'. 

H L H L H L H 
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Following the above analyses, and following the distribution of the last 
tone which was perceived as being somewhat lower, Rischel's absolutely 
terminal contour high-low-low is accounted for by saying that the phrasal 
high is phonetically lowered when it coincides with the final position in a 
larger unit like sentence, provided that the word does not receive semantic 
focus. The loss of the first high in high-low-high in a few examples is 
interpreted as being where the phrasal component is dominant over the 
word component thereby weakening the FO fall which is usually observed 
for a high-low-high sequence. 

Thus, Eskimo intonation is characterized by a terminal contour which is 
associated with the hierarchical unit of word, phrase, and sentence. In 
addition, this pilot study has revealed the existence of downdrift and 
downstep in this language, which is likely to reflect syntactic and other 
parameters. However, the current material is very limited using data 
obtained from a single speaker. These alternative analyses, therefore, need 
to be confirmed with more speakers. 
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Appendix 

Kaalikkut Kaalallu 

1 Kaâli I Kaalallu I Kalaâkkit Nunaânni illoqârfift I 
2 ilaânrù najugâqàrpoq.ll 
3 Kaâli aqqanihnnik ukiôqàrpôq I 
4 Kaalâllù arfmèq-lsisâmànik.l* 
5 Nukarlérsàât I 
6 Jaàku I 
7 arffnèq-marlûnîk ukiöqarpöq. II* 

8 Diu II najugarîsàât I 
9 nutaâjùvoq.ll* 
10 nioqarf&nmî I illùt amerlânènt I 
11 assigài'.ll 
12 IUoqarfiùp I najugaâtà aâmmà iUoqârfiît I 
13 allât I amerlanèrît I assigàf. Il* 
14 Illùt ! pisoqaanérit I qattuninnguâni I inissisfmàppuL I 
15 Soôrlù flail I 
16 piaaraluük I âmmùt I alakkârtèrtût.ll 

17 Igalâkkùt avâmmùt I asikkivi'at I pitsaâqàâq. Il 
18 Silagissûmî aâmmà silarluttumi I avâmmùt I isigalunï I alutornârtàrpoq. Il* 
19 Silagissüml I isigisâq I 
20 kusânàrtoq, I 
21 sUarluttûmî ilaânnî I màllît I 
22 amiilaârnàrtût! Il 
23 AngalMût I aggérsùt I tamârmïk I érsittàrpût. Il 
24 Umiasualfvik I tamârmi I érsippoq.ll* 
25 Ataâtàp I pujortuleéràâ I 
26 aaUarsimatinnâni I tasâmà soôrlù kisimi I tak6qqus6q.il 

27 Ukiûkkùt I érmùp I qisüssallü I 
28 majuunniarnéràt I pisariûsàrpôq I* 
29 aqqutàâ I 
30 sivlngàsoq I 
31 quasartaràmi.l* 
32 kaâlip I Kaalâllù I anaanàâl 
33 ataatâlu I pisassânik I assigiinngitsûnik I ikiortarpàâLl 
34 Taamaattûmik aqqutaatàâ I 
35 ajorsisarnérà I aâmà I misigisârpàât. Il* 
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36 Pisinûffk II 
37 iffiorffllù I immînnùt I qânlpputll* 
38 Katersortârfik I taakâ. Il* 
39 Tassâni filmértàrpût.ll 
40 niûrsùft I 
41 nioqqutissàt fnàât I 
42 aalisakkerivîllu I 
43 îmmàp I Wllinganûppût, I 
44 Kaannérip I aUàfflâ I 
45 tarrisfmav6q.il* 
46 Utoqqâàt ulùât I 
47 nuisalâàrpôq.l 
48 Kallérùpl-inniliorfîùp I pisorpâlùâ II 
49 illûmi I tusaasârpàâtll* 
50 Oqalûffik I pisoqàq I illoqarfîùp I qeqqamîppôq. I 
51 Palâsip illûà I oqaluffiùp qûlàa I 
52 tungaanfippoq.il 

53 fllùt I nutaaliâàsâtl 
54 qulerinnik I inéqàrpûtll 
55 portunérît I fnit qulérà't I 
56 sîsàmât.11** 
57 Sânnàvik,! 
58 saffiorfûc I 
59 amutivîlM II 
60 kangerliumàrngûp I 
61 qinnguanfipput.ll 
62 Kaâlip kaalâllù I atuarfràt I illuliàt I nutaânèrit I 
63 iâgàât.11 
64 Tâssà illoqarfi'mmî I taasâssàt 1 pingaânèrïtll 

I and ¡1 represent short and long pauses respectively. This differs from the IPA transcription 
where . and .. are used for short and long pauses, leaving I and II for phrasing. It is to avoid 
confusion since in the present material, sentence final position is marked by a penod (.). 
represents the case where the pitch height of the last tone was not clearly high, whereas ** 
represents the case where the whole 'high-low-high' sequence was greatly reduced. 

http://tak6qqus6q.il
http://tarrisfmav6q.il*
http://tungaanfippoq.il
http://qinnguanfipput.ll

